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9.

FRIENDS IN HIGH PLACES

While pro-Moscow elements were infiltrating the

government at ground level, related influences were

working in the upper regions, exerting pressure downward

on the lower echelons of power. Between them, these

converging forces made for wartime policy that was pro-

Soviet in the extreme and would stay that way for a

considerable time after the fighting had concluded.

The most obvious and most powerful influence of this

nature was the President himself, whose curious notions

about Soviet dictator Stalin, the Soviet system, and the

proper way of dealing with the Russians have been noted.

Roosevelt stated his views about these matters often,

practiced them at Teheran and Yalta, and promoted them in

other ways, including his choice of White House staffers and

the people he took with him to the wartime summits.

Also to be included among pro-Red policy influences at

the top were the President’s wife and the unusual but

effective role she played in pushing forward radical causes.

Her leverage was wielded mostly at the retail level,

involving random lesser appointments and minor favor

seekers, rather than larger geopolitical questions. But the

net impact of her advocacy—prompted and aided by a

numerous crew of activists with whom she consorted—was

in the same direction.†

And, of course, no such compilation could possibly omit

Vice President Henry Wallace, arguably the most prominent



pro-Soviet political figure of the time, as shown by his later

emergence as White House candidate of the Communist-

dominated Progressive Party. Though considered an oddball

even in left-wing circles and seemingly not a policy

influence on major issues, Wallace by his position

nonetheless was able to give aid and comfort to other U.S.

officials who worked in favor of pro-Red causes.

In terms of White House staffing, by far the most

important member of the Roosevelt team, in this respect

and others, was the President’s longtime aide and crony,

Harry Hopkins. For much of his tenure in Washington,

Hopkins held no cabinet post, but for the better part of a

decade was Roosevelt’s most powerful adviser. So close was

he to the President, indeed, that for three-plus years he

actually resided at the White House. That’s as good as high-

level access gets, and during most of the wartime era no

cabinet member could compete with him for influence.†

Hopkins’s unique position, literally at the President’s

elbow, made it the more consequential that he held pro-

Soviet views of the most fervent nature. We had a glimpse

of these in an earlier chapter, when he declared to a pro-

Russian rally that “nothing shall stop us from sharing with

you all that we have. . . .” As overall director of the Lend-

Lease program extending aid to America’s wartime allies,

and in other foreign dealings, he would back those words

with action. Throughout the war years, Moscow had no

better official U.S. friend than Hopkins.

Hopkins had an unusual background for involvement in

world affairs, since his prewar experience was in the field of

domestic welfare. A native of Iowa, and a 1912 graduate of

Grinnell College, he would thereafter register as a member

of the Socialist Party and support its candidates for office. In

the latter 1920s and early ’30s, he would become a social

worker/executive in New York, where his path first crossed

with that of New York governor FDR. One of those with

whom Hopkins was connected at this era was his mentor



and longtime friend Joseph Kingsbury, a social

worker/executive also, one with a considerable history of

Communist front involvement (defending, for example, the

Communist Party USA and its Soviet sponsors). It was the

kind of association Hopkins would continue in 1933 when

the New Deal brought him to Washington to pursue relief

efforts at the federal level.† 1

The new appointee’s background in welfare work made

him a natural for disbursing dollars in the New Deal setup,

and he soon became famous for the speed with which he

moved money out the door and the volume at which he

moved it. It was his talent in this respect that first

commended him to FDR, and made his later transition to

the global stage seem fairly natural also when Lend-Lease

became a major wartime program. In this new endeavor,

Hopkins showed he could dispense American aid even more

lavishly overseas than on the home front.

Though first conceived as a way of helping England

against the Nazis, Lend-Lease under Hopkins would

increasingly be conducted for the benefit of Moscow, with

British (and American) interests tagging after. An instructive

tale to this effect would be told by Army Air Corps Major

George Racey Jordan, in charge of wartime shipments to

Russia via an air base in Montana. Jordan described the

manner in which Soviet operatives in the United States

demanded priority treatment and other privilege, and when

U.S. officials weren’t quick to comply, invoked the name of

Hopkins. When this happened, Jordan testified, they got

their way posthaste, no further questions asked about it.

Especially memorable in Jordan’s account were massive

shipments to Russia of official U.S. documents, running to

many thousands of pages, concerning technical and

scientific matters far in excess of Lend-Lease requirements.

Among these, said Jordan, were papers containing such

expressions as “uranium” and “heavy water,” phrases that

had no meaning for him in 1944 but would mean a great



deal the following year when nuclear weapons were used

against the Japanese. (Jordan further testified—backed by

official bills of lading—to physical shipments of uranium-235

to Russia.)

The most shocking Jordan testimony concerned

specifications he had seen involving an installation at Oak

Ridge, Tennessee, a supersecret wartime site for work on

atomic weapons. The specs were accompanied by a note

reading, “____ had a hell of a time getting these away from

Groves.” The blank space was for the name of the individual

who obtained the documents (too smudged, according to

Jordan, to be legible), and “Groves,” as later revealed, a

reference to General Leslie Groves, head of the wartime

atom project. The cover note was signed “H.H.,” which

Jordan concluded from past encounters was Hopkins.† 2

Jordan’s 1949 testimony about all this was contested as a

smear, but fit with what was later learned about Lend-Lease,

the nuclear program, and the views of Hopkins. At numerous

other junctures, when policy toward Russia was in the

balance, Hopkins invariably and emphatically came down on

the side of Moscow. A notable instance was the case of

Poland, which had been the casus belli of war in Europe

when it was invaded by Hitler and his then-ally Stalin.

Subsequently, when the Nazis invaded Russia and Stalin

perforce became an ally of the West, he insisted that he be

allowed to keep the Polish territory he seized in league with

Hitler. In pressing this claim, he also sought to liquidate

elements in Poland (as in other captive nations) that could

have contested his mastery of the country. In all such

disputes that we know of, Hopkins would line up with Stalin.

A striking episode to this effect concerned the fate of

several thousand captive Polish officers murdered early in

the war and buried in Russia’s Katyn Forest—a crime we

know was in fact committed by the Russians. When the

Polish government in exile requested a Red Cross

investigation of the murders, the Poles were denounced by



Moscow and, in equally vehement terms, by Hopkins. His

comment was that agitation on the issue was the work of

rich landholders who owned estates in Poland—which was

pro-Communist boilerplate, pure and simple.3 (In keeping

with such high-level views, proof of Soviet responsibility for

the massacre would be concealed not only by the Russians

but by the U.S. government, a cover-up that lasted into the

Cold War era.)

The following year, Hopkins was instrumental in blocking

U.S. and British aid to Polish fighters who at the instigation

of the Russians had risen up against the Nazis occupying

Warsaw. After encouraging the insurrection, the Soviets

stood off from the battle and let the Nazis slaughter the

resistance forces. It was at this time that Hopkins took it on

himself to intercept cables intended for FDR that might have

triggered Western efforts to aid the Polish fighters.4 In

similar vein, a key member of the Hopkins staff would

hinder efforts by anti-Communist Polish-Americans to

protest the communization of their ancestral country (see

chapter 14).

On other European issues, Hopkins stood foursquare with

pro-Soviet forces at the Treasury who conceived the so-

called Morgenthau Plan for Germany, named for Secretary

Henry Morgenthau Jr., which would have turned the

defeated country into a purely agrarian nation. The leader of

the pro-Red Treasury faction was Harry White, who had been

active on behalf of Moscow in the run-up to Pearl Harbor.

Now, as the war neared a conclusion, White worked with

other pro-Red forces to devise draconian measures for the

postwar German occupation. In this maneuvering, the

records show, Hopkins was at one with the Treasury

planners.5 (This counter to the comments of Hopkins

biographer Robert Sherwood, who incorrectly said Hopkins

would have opposed the plans of Morgenthau and his

people.)



Hopkins’s endeavors along such lines would be

conspicuous during the summits at Teheran and Yalta.

Noteworthy at these meetings was the manner in which he

turned against Churchill and the British, with whom he had

earlier been cordial, and became a vocal partisan of Stalin.

In this reversal, his stance matched that of Roosevelt, who

adopted an increasingly hostile attitude toward London in

his effort to placate Moscow. The change was even more

pronounced in the case of Hopkins, who had gone to

England in 1941 to size up the war situation for FDR,

professing himself a friend of Britain in terms so maudlin

Churchill was moved to tears of gratitude and joy.

By 1943, these pledges had apparently been forgotten, as

Hopkins took to denouncing the British for “imperialism,”

“colonialism,” and “reaction,” spoke in glowing terms of

Stalin, and announced in the prelude to Teheran, “we are

going to be lining up with the Russians.”6 This proved an

accurate forecast of American policy not only at Teheran

and Yalta but of U.S. wartime diplomacy in general. An

increasingly isolated Churchill would now have cause for

tears of a different nature.

To read statements about these matters by Hopkins, FDR,

and some historians of the era is to enter a mental world

where reality counts for little and delusion is set forth as

self-evident wisdom. The record is replete with comments

by FDR and Hopkins about the need for the United States to

stand firm against “colonialism” and “imperialism,” hence to

distance itself from Churchill and align with Stalin. In these

assertions there appears no glimmer of awareness that

Stalin and the Soviets were or could be guilty of

“colonialism” or “imperialism.” Such epithets were reserved

by FDR and Hopkins, and their admirers, exclusively for the

British.† 7

Hopkins’s pro-Soviet leanings would be on further display

in the Yalta records, where his handwritten comments are

available for viewing. Though seriously ill at the time of the



meeting, he continued to ply his influence with FDR, who

himself was mortally sick and susceptible to suggestion in

ways that we can only guess at. After FDR had made

innumerable concessions to Stalin, there occurred a

deadlock on the issue of “reparations.” At this point,

Hopkins passed a note to Roosevelt that summed up the

American attitude at Yalta. “Mr. President,” this said, “the

Russians have given in so much at this conference I don’t

think we should let them down. Let the British disagree if

they want—and continue their disagreement at Moscow [in

subsequent diplomatic meetings].”8 (Emphasis added.)

One may search the Yalta records at length and have

trouble finding an issue of substance on which the Soviets

had “given in” to FDR—the entire thrust of the conference,

as Roosevelt loyalist Sherwood acknowledged, being in the

reverse direction.†

Even after the death of Roosevelt, Hopkins would

continue in his familiar role of “reassuring” the Soviets of

our compliance with their wishes. In the spring of 1945, he

was sent by the newly sworn-in President Truman as a

special envoy to Stalin, then pursuing the communization of

Poland and other states of Eastern Europe. On this occasion,

Hopkins took it upon himself to seal the doom of Poland for

certain, on the off chance that it hadn’t been completely

sealed at Yalta.

When Stalin in his usual aggressive manner said the

British did not want a “Poland friendly to the Soviet Union,”

Hopkins responded, also as usual, that the view of the

American government was different: “that the United States

would desire a Poland friendly to the Soviet Union, and in

fact desired to see friendly countries all along the Soviet

borders” (a formula that included, for example, Finland, the

Baltic states, Rumania, and China).
†
 To which Stalin replied,

“if this be so we can easily come to terms regarding

Poland.”9 Indeed they could, as the Soviets imposed a brutal



Red regime in Poland and the United States stood back and

let it happen.

The obvious net meaning of these episodes was that

Hopkins was a zealous advocate for Stalin. That thought

would gain further traction when the Venona decrypts were

unveiled and other aspects of the record were made public.

Among such revelations was a Venona entry concerning a

Roosevelt/Churchill meeting in May 1943. In a report to the

KGB, a Soviet contact identified as “No. 19” informed the

Russians of what was said between the Western leaders in

one of their private conversations. From this message, it

appeared contact 19 was in the room when the leaders met,

and scholars dealing with Venona concluded that this

contact was Hopkins. As he was the main person-to-person

link between the leaders, it was logical that he would have

been in the room when they had their meeting. Less logical,

from a U.S. standpoint, was that he would secretly report

their talk to Moscow.10

More definite than surmises about No. 19 was the

revelation of KGB defector Oleg Gordievsky that Hopkins

had been named in Russia as a Soviet intelligence agent. In

a book by British historian Christopher Andrew, Gordievsky

was quoted as recalling a lecture by veteran KGB operative

Iskhak Akhmerov, a longtime “illegal” in the United States

operating under commercial cover. In this lecture, Akhmerov

discussed his relationship with Alger Hiss and other

American Soviet agents but said that “the most important

Soviet war-time agent in the United States” was Hopkins.

Akhmerov, said Gordievsky, had then discussed his contacts

with Hopkins in the American capital city.11

These comments, while conforming to the pattern of

Hopkins’s behavior, were obviously contrary to accepted

wisdom on such matters, and if taken in their literal

meaning would have been the cause of shock and scandal.

However, according to Andrew, Gordievsky later modified

his account to say Akhmerov meant Hopkins was merely an



“unconscious agent.” This softening of the message would

be repeated by Andrew and others in subsequent treatment

of the matter.

In one version of this approach, it’s argued that Hopkins

was simply acting as a “back channel” to the Russians,

maintaining informal East-West contact. But that

explanation doesn’t compute with the facts about Akhmerov

and the workings of Soviet intelligence. If Hopkins were

merely trying to maintain such contact, he could have done

so through Soviet ambassadors Litvinov, Constantine

Oumansky, or Andrei Gromyko, or members of the Soviet

Purchasing Commission, all of whom were in the United

States in legal fashion at one time or another, and with

whom Hopkins could have had all the dealings that he cared

to. Akhmerov, however, was an illegal operating under false

cover and would not have revealed himself to Hopkins

unless absolutely certain his secret KGB identity would be

protected. So, whatever Hopkins’s motivation, “unconscious

agent” doesn’t fit the picture.†

In dealing with such matters, Hopkins would be linked

with other leaders of the New Deal regime who took a

favorable view of Moscow. One such was Treasury Secretary

Morgenthau, who was a Hopkins ally not only with regard to

the postwar German occupation but on other issues

involving Russia. Another, as seen in an earlier chapter, was

former U.S. ambassador Joseph Davies, who continued to

counsel FDR on issues relating to Russia in the war years,

and along with Hopkins would play a similar role with

President Truman when the latter ascended to the Oval

Office.

In the White House itself, there were other staffers who

shared Hopkins’s regard for Stalin and whose pro-Soviet

activities would earn them notice in Venona and other

formerly secret records. The most prominent of these

officials, mentioned in several places, was FDR executive

assistant Lauchlin Currie, who handled the White House



portfolio on China (while also dabbling in other matters) and

who as revealed in now available backstage records was a

Soviet spy and agent of influence for the Kremlin.

Less conspicuous than Currie, but important in his way,

was Hopkins assistant David Niles, another denizen of

Venona. The decrypts show him to have been a contact of

the KGB and involved in a scheme to smuggle a husband-

and-wife team of pro-Soviet illegals into Mexico. The

decoded Venona message on this said the matter could be

arranged by Niles, for a bribe of five hundred dollars. The

message added that “around Niles there is a group of his

friends who will arrange anything for a bribe . . . whether

Niles takes a bribe himself is not known.”12 Apparently

business of this sort was brisk, as the message referred to

previous bribes to this group of people amounting to six

thousand dollars.

In this connection a final Hopkins protégé should be

mentioned, though he wasn’t physically in the White House.

This was Army Colonel Philip Faymonville, who at Hopkins’s

insistence had been posted as a U.S. Army attaché in

Moscow, in charge of Lend-Lease supplies provided to the

Russians. Based on what was later learned about him,

Faymonville appears to have been among the most pro-

Soviet of Hopkins’s many U.S. helpers. The nature of his

appointment, and the opposition that it sparked, are topics

worthy of further notice.



12.

THE PLOT TO MURDER CHIANG KAI-SHEK

Understanding who stood where in the often confusing

propaganda battles of the Cold War depends on knowing

what the interests of the Soviet Union were at any given

moment and how these could abruptly change when the

global balance of forces shifted.

The most famous instance of such change was the

sudden reversal of the Communist line at the outset of

World War II, after Moscow had been aligned with Hitler and

U.S. Communists had loudly argued that Nazi aggression in

Europe was nothing that should alarm us. This stance was

instantly altered in June 1941 when Hitler invaded Russia, at

which point the comrades dropped their “isolationist” pose

and came out as fervent war hawks against the Nazis.

Watching these gyrations, one could easily tell the faux

isolationists from the real ones like Colonel Robert

McCormick, Herbert Hoover, and Senator Robert La Follette

Jr., whose views didn’t change overnight to match the policy

of the Kremlin.

Less often noted but equally telling was the zigzagging

Communist line on China. As seen, a main Soviet concern of

the later 1930s was the danger of invasion from Japan, then

on the march in Asia and long hostile to the USSR. This

threat dictated a temporarily friendly view of China’s Chiang

Kai-shek, then pinning down a million or so Japanese who

might otherwise have invaded Russia. The same Soviet

interest meant blocking an American modus vivendi with



Japan concerning China, as this too could have freed up the

empire for an assault on Soviet Asia. In both respects,

Chiang’s then-high standing with U.S. opinion trumped

notions of accommodation with Tokyo in the Pacific.

By the summer of 1943, with world war raging at full

blast, the strategic picture as seen from Moscow had

changed greatly for the better. In Europe, the Soviets had

survived the siege of Stalingrad and moved to the offensive.

In Asia, thanks to the U.S. Navy and Marines and General

MacArthur’s steady advance in the South Pacific, Japan was

in retreat and in no position to threaten Russia. From which

it followed that Chiang Kai-shek was no longer of any

particular value to the Kremlin. He would accordingly be

portrayed from this time forward not as gallant ally, but as

corrupt, despotic, and—most important in wartime context—

a collaborator with the very Japanese he was previously

lauded for resisting.

This rhetorical switch would occur in July and August of

1943, explained in propaganda broadsides issued to the

Communist Party and fellow-traveling faithful. The new

direction was signaled by Soviet asset T. A. Bisson in the

IPR’s Far Eastern Survey, and by Moscow publicist Vladimir

Rogov in a Red propaganda journal. The composite meaning

of these essays was that Chiang was now the bad guy in

China, and that the only reliable U.S. allies in the country

were the Communists serving under Mao. According to

Bisson, the regions controlled by Chiang should be

described henceforth as “feudal China,” while those run by

Mao were more properly called “democratic.” Rogov’s

message was that Chiang was colluding with the Japanese,

and that the only people fighting the invaders were the Red

guerrillas at Yenan. In the months succeeding, these themes

would be repeated many times by many voices, eventually

forming a mighty chorus.1

Such was the changing background of American Far

Eastern policy in the latter part of 1943, a crucial time for



Chiang and his quest for greater U.S. assistance in his war

with Japan and the still deadlier combat with the Reds he

knew was coming. In mid-November, he would stake his

chances of success on a summit meeting with Roosevelt and

Churchill to be held in Cairo, Egypt. Chiang’s hope was that

this might be a watershed in his wartime and postwar

fortunes. It would be a watershed indeed, but not the kind

that he had wished for.

On hand at Cairo, shortly before or during his summit with

the Western leaders, were four bitter enemies of Chiang, all

working for the U.S. government that was professedly his

ally. These were Lieutenant General Joseph Stilwell, Allied

Army commander in China; Stilwell’s State Department

adviser, John Paton Davies, a senior diplomat and China

expert; Assistant Treasury Secretary Harry White, whose

various backstage doings have been noted; and White’s

Treasury colleague Solomon Adler, then serving as the

department’s attaché in China. All were adamant foes of

Chiang and promoters of his Red opponents. All would in

due course echo the notions advanced by Bisson-Rogov, and

all had the political/economic muscle to enforce those

notions in practical fashion.

This was most obviously true of Stilwell, who under the

hybrid arrangements then prevailing was Chiang’s top

military officer in China as well as U.S. commander in the

theater. He was at best an odd selection for this role, as he

had an abiding hatred for Chiang and expressed this

violently and often, while praising the Red Chinese in

extravagant language. †  These attitudes were shared by

Davies, who would denounce Chiang in dispatches and tout

the Reds as the hope of China.

The case was, if anything, even worse with Treasury

staffers White and Adler, who arrived in Egypt a few weeks

before the summit opened. Their animus toward Chiang in

fact was part of their secret daily mission, as both were

veteran Soviet agents serving the interests of the Kremlin.



They too were well positioned to injure Chiang, as they

controlled the flow of U.S. aid funds to China—White as a

top Treasury official in Washington, Adler as the Treasury’s

man in Chungking. Between them they had both ends of the

money pipeline covered.

A curious aspect of all this was the way White and Adler

turned up in Cairo, though neither had any official role in the

China summit. In mid-October 1943, White and Treasury

Secretary Morgenthau would set out from Washington for

Egypt, in what proved to be a fleeting visit. On leaving D.C.,

White cabled Adler in Chungking, telling him to start moving

the other way so that they could meet up in Cairo. These

two Soviet agents thus traveled ten thousand miles between

them to have their tête-à-tête in Egypt. Such a prodigious

effort in the midst of the global war then raging would on

the face of it seem to indicate some important purpose to

the journey.2

Studying this background in preparing the Cairo

diplomatic papers for publication, State Department

historian Donald Dozer wondered what connection the

White-Adler trip might have had to the Anglo-American

meeting with Chiang a short time later. As Dozer would

recall it: “When I inquired from Treasury Department officials

what was the reason for this Morgenthau mission to North

Africa I was told that White and Morgenthau had gone to

Cairo to meet with Solomon Adler to start a war bond drive.”

Dozer thought this unlikely and would so indicate in a

monograph about the handling of diplomatic records.3

Based on what we know today, Dozer’s skepticism seems

justified, and then some. We know, for instance, that both

White and Adler were Soviet agents, and had been for years

before this; we also know that, when they returned to their

respective posts from Cairo, they would collaborate in a

disinformation scheme to vilify Chiang, while talking up the

Communists under Mao. This campaign consisted of memos

and dispatches echoing the Bisson-Rogov line that aid to



Chiang should be suspended, and that the United States

should look to the rebels at Yenan as our new friends in

China.

These views would be expressed by Adler in a series of

dispatches to Washington, which White would circulate to

others. Typical was a December 1943 letter attacking

Chiang as corrupt, despotic, and militarily useless. This

contained the soon-to-be-familiar charge of “fascism”

against Chiang, plus the supremely damaging wartime

comment that “the government has lost any interest it ever

had in doing anything effective to fight the Japanese.” It

added that “Chiang no longer fulfils the function of being

the unifying factor in China”—which meant, as other

comment made clear, the need for U.S. policies to make

such “unifying” happen. “The central government,” said

Adler, “survives in its present form only because of

American support and influence and Japanese collusion.”

The cure for such failings, he concluded, was to use the

lever of U.S. aid to force Chiang into a coalition with the

rebels.† 4

As a pro-Soviet operative himself, White didn’t need Adler

to tell him Chiang should be reviled or the Reds promoted.

He did, however, need such memos to show to Washington

higher-ups as on-the-scene reports from China supposedly

documenting the evils of the anti-Communist forces. The

Adler dispatches were in particular shared with Morgenthau,

who accepted them as authentic (his diaries show him

exclaiming, “I love those letters from Adler”). Since

Morgenthau had ready access to FDR, his friend and

neighbor from New York’s Hudson Valley, the White-Adler

pro-Soviet combine thus had, at one remove, a line into the

Oval Office.5

A specific target of this Adler-White disinformation

scheme was a loan of $200 million in gold the United States

had pledged to Chiang to help combat wartime inflation. By

foot-dragging methods, White and company succeeded in



delaying and whittling down deliveries (as White made plain

in later comment). When the Nationalist Chinese protested

the slowdown, Morgenthau quizzed his aides as to why the

gold wasn’t being delivered. At a series of Treasury

meetings, White, Adler on a visit to the capital, and their

colleague V. Frank Coe patiently explained to the secretary

that there were technical issues, transportation problems,

and other complications. And, anyway, Chiang and his

cronies would simply steal or squander the gold if they

received it. As shown by Venona and other security records,

all three of the Treasury staffers thus advising Morgenthau

to undercut the Nationalist leader were Soviet secret

agents.6

These were just a few of many such meetings transcribed

in then-confidential Treasury records. Others would feature a

memorable cast of characters called in by Treasury higher-

ups to confer about the fate of China. These included not

only the Soviet assets White, Coe, and Adler but other

prominent Cold War figures such as Alger Hiss, Harold

Glasser, and Lauchlin Currie—all also as noted Soviet agents

of influence, and all helpfully advising the Treasury on how

to handle events in Asia.

The Treasury was further important as it had a part to

play in the internal affairs of China. Among his duties there,

Adler was a member of a Sino-Anglo-American “currency

stabilization board” supposedly combating the ravages of

the inflation. Here he served with yet another Soviet

undercover agent, the U.S.-trained Chinese economist Chi

Chao-ting, an alumnus of the IPR, veteran Communist, and

secret Maoist inside the government of China. Making the

Chi-Adler linkage still more cozy, these two Red

apparatchiks in 1944 were living together at a house in

Chungking.

All this would have been significant in itself, but it became

the more so as Chi-Adler had a third housemate—one of the

most important American diplomats in China, and arguably



the most famous U.S. civilian to serve in wartime Asia. This

was Foreign Service officer John Stewart Service, later

posted to Yenan as an “observer” of the Chinese Reds with

the so-called Dixie Mission, a job for which he had ardently

lobbied, sending back glowing reports about their alleged

virtues. Later still he would be arrested in the Amerasia

scandal (see chapter 18), a cause célèbre that made him in

some historical treatments a Cold War victim of the 1950s.

In mid-1944, at a flat in far-off Chungking, he was living and

working at close quarters with two case-hardened Soviet

agents.†

Like his roommate Adler, Service was a bitter foe of

Chiang and admirer of the Red Chinese, and like John Davies

conveniently assigned to Stilwell. Since “Vinegar Joe’s”

hatred of Chiang was epic, this posting gave Service,

Davies, and others like them license to be as hostile to the

Chinese leader as they wished, and they would exploit the

privilege to the fullest. Service would thus join with Adler,

Davies, and other U.S. officials in China in drafting

dispatches attacking Chiang for all manner of alleged evils,

while depicting the Communists at Yenan in terms of rapt

approval.

In these memos Service expanded on the Bisson-Rogov

themes, but went beyond them in the volume of his

comments. He depicted Chiang as a tyrant who did nothing

to combat Japan while running a corrupt regime that

oppressed the people. The Reds, meanwhile, in Service’s

telling, were democrats and reformers whose ideas were

more American than Russian. (“The Communist program is

simple democracy. This is much more American than

Russian in form and spirit.”) Dispatches to this effect,

numbering more than a thousand pages, went to the Army,

State Department, and White House, where Service had a

high-level contact of his own in Currie—who, as seen, was

yet another pro-Soviet asset well placed to promote the

Reds of Asia.7



As the records further show, Service worked closely with

Adler in drafting reports adverse to Chiang and helpful to

the Communist forces. In these dispatches, the roommates

generously praised each other, Service citing Adler as

economic expert, Adler citing Service as the foremost

authority on the politics of China—all to the detriment of

Chiang. These efforts reached a crescendo in June 1944,

when the duo combined on a sixty-eight-page report

denouncing Chiang, given to Vice President Henry Wallace

on a trip to Chungking—a trip that proved to be of key

importance in promoting a U.S.-Yenan connection, thus

easing the way toward a pro-Red American policy in China.8

Advices from the Chungking roommates would also make

their way to U.S. policy circles by other channels—each set

of memos providing confirmation of the other—and help

induce a total cutoff of aid to Chiang, military as well as

economic. Thereafter, when the Chiang government

collapsed and the Communists took over China, Service

housemates Chi and Adler would abscond to Beijing and

work for the Red regime there (as would Frank Coe and

some other U.S. officials involved with China). So, looking

back at the events of Cairo, it does seem unlikely that when

Soviet agents White and Adler met there in the fall of 1943,

they had traveled ten thousand miles between them to

discuss the sale of war bonds.

Nor was that all of the plotting that would develop after

Cairo. Still other events set in motion there are useful in

understanding the fall of China. As might be guessed, the

attitude of some U.S. officials was that Chiang should be not

only forced into a coalition with the Reds but removed from

power entirely—a view made increasingly explicit as the war

unfolded. †  Such thoughts were bluntly voiced by Stilwell,

who said, “the cure for China’s trouble is the elimination of

Chiang Kai-shek,” and “what they ought to do is shoot the

G-mo [Chiang] and the rest of the gang.”9 Which

sentiments, given Stilwell’s reputation for invective, might



be discounted as dramatic license. But considering what

happened after Cairo, these comments don’t seem to have

been overstated.

On two occasions at Cairo, Vinegar Joe met with FDR, and

at one of these had John Davies with him. Judging by the

account of Roosevelt’s son Elliott, who sat in on these

meetings, Stilwell’s views made a strong impression on FDR.

In Elliott’s telling, the President at Cairo would parrot the

Stilwell line on China (for instance, “Chiang would have us

believe that the Chinese Communists are doing nothing

against the Japanese . . . we know differently”). FDR further

said, according to Elliott, that Chiang needed to create a

“more democratic” regime by forming a “unity government .

. . with the Communists at Yenan.” This was vintage Stilwell-

Davies.10

All of this was merely prelude. After the Cairo meeting,

Stilwell returned to Asia and met with his top assistant,

Lieutenant Colonel Frank Dorn. According to Dorn, the news

Stilwell brought back from Egypt was even more startling

than the anti-Chiang invective that suffused the memos of

Adler-Service-Davies. Stilwell, Dorn reported, had been told

to plan not merely the abandonment of Chiang, but his

elimination from the scene in China by way of outright

murder.

Such a plan, said Dorn, was to be devised by U.S. officials

and held in readiness for the proper moment. “I have been

directed,” he quoted Stilwell, “to prepare a plan for the

assassination of Chiang Kai-shek. . . . The order did not say

to kill him. It said to prepare a plan.” When the time came

for action, Stilwell was further quoted, “the order will come

from above and I will transmit it to you personally.” There

was, understandably, to be nothing about the scheme in

writing.

As to who exactly said this, Stilwell’s language as relayed

by Dorn wasn’t clear, though the quotes suggested that

Roosevelt personally gave the order: “The Big Boy’s fed up



with Chiang and his tantrums. In fact, he told me in that

Olympian manner of his: ‘If you can’t get along with Chiang

and can’t replace him, get rid of him once and for all. You

know what I mean. Put in someone you can manage.’”

Based on these comments, Dorn speculated that the edict

came direct from FDR, though it also “could have come from

Hopkins or one of the senior officers in the Pentagon.”11

Though Dorn and Stilwell expressed misgivings about

plotting to kill the leader of a friendly nation, they set out to

do what had been ordered. Dorn described various plans for

murdering Chiang discussed with Army officials before

settling on a scheme to have him die in a plane sabotaged

by U.S. technicians. (Mme. Chiang was to be included in the

plane crash also.) In the event, while this plot would be

developed, the top-down order wasn’t given, so the plane

wreck didn’t happen.

Dorn added that there were other schemes to have

Chiang overthrown or murdered, the most serious of which

occurred after his regime collapsed and he sought refuge on

Formosa (Taiwan). This plot sought to foment an uprising in

favor of a dissident Nationalist general named Sun Li-jen. In

this scenario, Chiang and family would be taken into

“protective custody,” from which, however, they would not

emerge alive. (This also came to naught, as Chiang found

out about it—allegedly causing at least one U.S. official to

flee Taiwan because of supposed complicity in the plotting.)

Despite Dorn’s closeness to Stilwell, the existence of

these bizarre conspiracies would be hard to credit if we

didn’t have independent confirmation that such things

happened. Confirmation, however, does exist. In the case of

the World War II assassination plot, development of such a

project would be confirmed in 1985 by Office of Strategic

Services archivist Eric Saul, who said Stilwell thought Chiang

was bad for China and gave OSS the task of “taking him out

of the picture.” This could have been the plan referred to by



Dorn, or perhaps a successor, as it involved OSS, which

Dorn hadn’t mentioned.12

Also, we know that the State Department in 1950 was in

fact encouraging a coup by Sun Li-jen, since this is spelled

out plainly in diplomatic records. In this instance, it appears

events again outran the planners, as in June 1950,

Communist North Korea launched its invasion of the South,

seemingly not a good time for the U.S. government to be

promoting the overthrow of an anti-Communist Asian leader.

Amazingly, however, a similar plot would in the latter

phases of the war be concocted against Syngman Rhee, the

anti-Communist president of South Korea, considered a

source of trouble by American peace negotiators. So

perhaps that plan took precedence over State Department

scheming against Chiang.†

As with the plots to topple Chiang, the Rhee overthrow

didn’t happen, but official U.S. efforts along these lines at

last succeeded in November 1963, when State Department

officials and other agencies sponsored a coup against anti-

Communist South Vietnamese leader Ngo Dinh Diem,

resulting in his overthrow and murder (along with the

murder of his brother). Thus the scheme Stilwell brought

back from Cairo did, after a span of twenty years, achieve

fruition in the Kennedy era against one of our anti-

Communist Asian allies.



17.

STALIN’S COUP IN ASIA

Based on a now considerable mass of data, it’s evident

that the real victors of World War II weren’t the United

States and Britain, France or China, but the Soviet Union

and its worldwide web of vassals, satellites, and agents.

Much of Moscow’s advantage at war’s end stemmed from

the situation on the ground, but a good deal of it derived

from the ability of Stalin and his subalterns to shape events

in favor of the Soviet interest. In comparison, the Western

allies seemed remarkably unskilled, and U.S. officials in

particular behaved as if there were nothing going on in

which skill was needed. These trends were on display at

Teheran and Yalta as Stalin and his agents outmaneuvered

the Western powers on a host of European issues. They

would be even more successful with affairs of Asia.

Throughout the conflict in the Pacific, the Communists

positioned themselves to run few risks to speak of, but to

gain maximum benefit from the fighting. As earlier

recounted, pro-Soviet operatives in the United States and

Asia worked in the months before Pearl Harbor to ensure

that there wouldn’t be an attack on Russia, and that

Japanese power would be unleashed instead against

American, Dutch, or British outposts. All this in turn was a

beginning—not only of Japanese-American conflict, but of

further maneuvering in the far Pacific that would serve the

ends of Moscow.



In the spring of 1941, as KGB agent Pavlov was

counseling Harry White on how to prevent a Washington-

Tokyo rapprochement, the Soviets signed a neutrality treaty

with Japan, which they would observe for four full years of

combat. Thus, while clamoring for a “second front” in

Europe, they avoided opening a “second front” in Asia as

American power destroyed their nemesis in the region—a

nice kind of geopolitical parlay if one could get it. (A

strategy vividly summarized by Soviet deputy foreign

commissar Ivan Maisky. The Soviets, he said, should “by

clever maneuvers” avoid “open involvement in the war with

Japan,” since it would be far more advantageous to let the

British and Americans defeat the Japanese. By such tactics,

he said, “the USSR could obtain [its] goals without firing a

shot in the Far East.”)1

However, when it became clear in the latter months of

1943 that Japan was definitely going to be defeated, the

nature of Stalin’s policy would be somewhat different. With

Allied victory in prospect, he would begin reversing course

in Asia to claim the spoils of war in the Pacific. This

turnabout began at Teheran and would culminate at Yalta,

where the Red dictator signed a secret pact with FDR,

ratified by President Truman the following summer at

Potsdam. By these agreements, the Communists would gain

the lion’s share of benefits from the Far East conflict, while

scarcely lifting a finger to deserve them.

At Teheran and Yalta, Stalin told Roosevelt that Russia,

despite its treaty with Japan, would enter the Pacific war

“two or three months” after the Nazis surrendered (which

occurred on May 8, 1945)—a deadline that would be met, if

barely, in the early days of August. In return, FDR agreed to

a vast array of benefits for Moscow: sanctioning Soviet

control of Outer Mongolia, ceding to Russia the southern

part of Sakhalin Island north of Japan and the Kurile chain

that stretches between Japan and Russia, plus de facto



control of seaports and railways in Manchuria, the main

industrial zone and richest part of China.

Of these provisos, those concerning Sakhalin and the

Kuriles were justified on the grounds that the islands had

been seized wrongly by Japan and were being “returned” to

Russia. But the agreements concerning Outer Mongolia and

Manchuria were at the expense of China, whose territorial

integrity was the pretext for our involvement in the fighting.

This was done though China’s leaders weren’t at Yalta,

weren’t consulted, and would learn to their dismay about

the concessions only later. The pact gave the Soviets

commanding power over Manchuria, along with a sizable

store of munitions the Japanese would leave behind them. A

substantial portion of these would be turned over to the Red

Chinese, who flocked to Manchuria once the Soviets were in

control there.

To obtain this cornucopia of riches, the Soviets would take

part in the Pacific fighting for a grand total of five days

before Japan’s announced surrender (August 9 through

August 14, 1945), with some brief skirmishing to follow

when they drove into Manchuria and the northern islands to

secure the booty. It was an amazing coup that put not only

China but other nations of Asia at risk of Communist

domination—among the most stunning diplomatic triumphs

ever recorded by one major power against another.

In the European case, U.S. and British concessions to

Moscow were rationalized on the grounds that the Soviets

had done the hard slogging on the ground, were already in

possession, had “killed more Germans” than anyone else,

and so earned dominion over half of Europe. Whatever the

merits of all this regarding Europe, none of it applied to

Asia. Here the Soviets at the time of Yalta had done no

fighting, weren’t killing any Japanese (had in fact per OSS

provided them assistance), and had otherwise done nothing

to aid the Western allies. Accordingly, the reasons for

concessions to Stalin in Asia would be drastically different



from those alleged for Europe—not what the Soviets had

done for the common effort, but what they would do for it at

some point in the future.

As argued by Secretary of State Stettinius, the U.S. Joint

Chiefs of Staff, and defenders of Yalta, victory in the Pacific

would have required an invasion of Japan’s home islands

against fanatical resistance, in which apocalyptic battle the

help of the Soviets would be needed. The record, however,

does little to support this thesis. For one thing, the United

States at the time of Yalta knew from multiple sources that

Tokyo was desperate to end the fighting—the main hang-up

in this respect being the “unconditional surrender” doctrine,

which as with Germany spurred bitter-end resistance.† Given

that information, it was far from a consensus of the U.S.

military that ground invasion or Soviet assistance would be

required to bring about Japan’s surrender. It’s noteworthy

indeed how many American military leaders opposed the

Asia strategy approved at Yalta.

On the Navy side, the dissenters included Admirals

William Leahy, Ernest King, and Chester Nimitz, to name

only the most famous. The views of Leahy are of particular

interest since he was chief of staff to FDR, a post he would

also hold with Truman. Though a loyal defender of Roosevelt

and Yalta, Leahy was emphatic in saying the Russians

shouldn’t have been brought into the Asian conflict. “I was

of the firm opinion,” he wrote, “that our war against Japan

had progressed to the point where her defeat was only a

matter of time and attrition. Therefore we did not need

Stalin’s help to defeat our enemy in the Pacific.”2

Naval officers might of course be expected to deprecate

the need for a ground invasion, believing seagoing victories

and blockades—along with aerial bombardment—were

sufficient keys to winning. Similar views as to the role of

Moscow were, however, voiced by General Douglas

MacArthur, Army supreme commander in the region, who

was prepared to do a ground invasion of Japan if so ordered



but who knew and reported to Washington in the run-up to

Yalta that the Japanese were ready to parley for surrender.

His views were doubly significant, both because he spoke

for the Army and because he would later be cited by

defenders of Yalta as someone who thought the Soviets

should be brought into the Pacific conflict.

Omitted from this scenario was that MacArthur by his own

account had favored Soviet help (and any other that he

could get) at the outset of the war, when he and his men

were waging a lonely battle against Japan. But by the time

of Yalta, many U.S. victories later, his thoughts would be

quite different. As he would comment, “had my views been

requested I would most emphatically have recommended

against bringing the Soviets into the Pacific war at that late

date. To have made vital concessions for such a purpose

would have seemed to me fantastic. . . . I had urged Russian

intervention in 1941 to draw the Japanese from their

Southward march and to keep them pinned down in Siberia.

By 1945 such intervention had become superfluous.”3

Despite these MacArthur statements, the Yalta deal on

Asia is often attributed to “the military” or sometimes “the

Army.” †  On examination, this meant Army Chief of Staff

General Marshall and his staffers in the Pentagon.

Subsequently defenders of Yalta would explain this stance

by referring to “intelligence” data that indicated the need

for a ground invasion against massive Japanese resistance,

hence the need for the pact with Russia.

But this reliance on “intelligence,” it turns out, is also

open to serious challenge. As we now know, there were

other intelligence estimates at the time that gave a totally

different picture of the fighting and the state of Japanese

defenses. Moreover, there were briefing papers prepared by

State Department experts that warned against giving the

Soviets control of southern Sakhalin and the Kuriles. But

none of these analyses would make their way to U.S. policy



makers at Yalta. As explained by Admiral Ellis Zacharias, a

Navy intelligence specialist dealing with affairs of Asia:

[The] decision to bring the USSR into the Pacific war

was based on a crucial document drafted in the fall of

1944. . . . Its pessimism, its exaggeration of Japanese

potentialities, made Russian participation in the war

seem imperative. . . . Later we found that the War

Department had prepared two estimates instead of

one, but somehow the more accurate and from our

point of view optimistic assessment of Japanese

potentialities was pigeonholed by a special

intelligence outfit in the assistant secretary’s office,

which allowed only the pessimistic report to go up to

the Joint Chiefs and through them to Roosevelt.4

A similar fate would befall other intelligence reports that

said Soviet entry into the Pacific war would not be needed.

As Zacharias would note of intelligence data assembled for

the Navy: “An estimate—prepared for [Navy] Secretary

[James] Forrestal . . . explicitly advising against Soviet

participation in the Pacific war on the grounds that it was

not required by our own military necessities . . . ended up in

the same Pentagon pigeonhole.”5 Thus the only intelligence

on the Asian fighting provided to policy makers at Yalta was

that pointing to the need for Soviet involvement.

Also, while it wasn’t an “intelligence” report as such, the

information received from MacArthur was of similar import.

As would later be revealed, the general in the run-up to

Yalta had communicated to FDR that the Japanese were

ready to sue for peace—on terms remarkably similar to

those agreed to the following August. This MacArthur

communiqué, however, was reportedly dismissed out of

hand at the White House, would play no part in the Yalta

negotiations, and would be concealed from public view for

months thereafter.6



The pattern of disappearing intelligence data would

continue after Yalta. A further instance would be recorded by

Senator Styles Bridges (R-NH), when he obtained a copy of

an intelligence summary saying Soviet entry into the Asian

war not only wasn’t needed but would be a strategic

disaster. Among the authors of this report were Army

intelligence specialists Colonel Truman Smith and the earlier

noted Colonel Ivan Yeaton. The date of their estimate was

April 12, 1945, two months after Yalta but well before the

Potsdam meeting in July, where Truman would confirm the

Asia pact with Stalin. This discussed the endgame of the war

as follows:

It may be expected that Soviet Russia will enter the

Asiatic war, but at her own good time and probably

only when the hard fighting stage is over. . . . Strong

enough to crush Japan by ourselves, the United States

should make no political or economic concession to

Soviet Russia to bring about or prevent an action

which she is fully determined to make anyway.7

Further, and even more prophetic: “The entry of Soviet

Russia into the Asiatic war would destroy America’s position

in Asia quite as effectively as our position is now destroyed

in Europe East of the Elbe and beyond the Adriatic. . . . If

Russia enters the Asiatic war, China will certainly lose her

position to become the Poland of Asia. . . . Under no

circumstances should we pay the Soviet Union to destroy

China. . . . [T]he United States Army is by no means united

in believing it wise to encourage the Soviet Union into the

Pacific fighting.”8

This was uncannily accurate as to what would occur in

Asia, and obviously would have been helpful reading for

Truman when he and Secretary of State James Byrnes set

sail for Potsdam. There is no record, however, that this

prescient memo ever made its way to Truman, Byrnes, or



other top officials. When Senator Richard Russell (D-GA) of

the Armed Services Committee asked the Pentagon what

happened to it, he was told the Army didn’t know, but that

“since no action was taken on its recommendations it was

probably destroyed.”9

Beyond the “intelligence” rationale, Stettinius and some

historians of Yalta would argue that nothing was given to the

Russians there that they couldn’t have taken anyway. Again,

whatever the applicability of this to Europe, its relevance to

the Pacific is doubtful. As recent scholarship has shown, the

Soviets were hypercautious in affairs of Asia until they knew

what the U.S. stance would be, and at pains to cover their

actions with provisos we agreed to or policies we

announced. One reason for this was that our Far East

position was immensely strong while theirs was by

comparison weak—designedly so, since their treaty with

Japan had protected them in the region.10

Stalin himself would stress the point in saying he couldn’t

enter the Pacific war unless we gave him the means to do

so. This was a routine sort of request for Moscow, which had

received billions of Lend-Lease aid in Europe and now

wanted to do the same in Asia. As was routine for the United

States as well, we made haste to comply, launching a major

buildup of Soviet strength in the Pacific. As described by

General Deane (who as has been seen was a significant

figure at Yalta) our additions to the Soviet forces were many:

We were given a list of the needs of the Soviet Union

for a two months’ supply of food, fuel, transport

equipment and other supplies, calculated on a force of

1,500,000 men, 3,000 tanks, 75,000 motor vehicles

and 5,000 airplanes. The total tonnage involved was

860,410 tons of dry cargo and 206,000 tons of liquid

cargo. . . . [T]he end result was that the Soviets got

their supplies and the United States got nothing



except a belated and last minute Russian attack

against the Japanese.11

Thus America generously paid the Soviets to do what it was

in their interest to do in any event (and which Stalin at

Teheran had promised to do unbidden, with no quid pro quo

suggested). †  Nor were the items named by Deane the full

extent of the aid provided. The United States would also

agree to supply to the Soviets an armada of small combat

vessels in the Pacific and train Russian personnel to man

them. When the war concluded, the Soviets were in

possession of more than seven hundred ships provided in

this manner. The materiel thus furnished would have been

more useful to the Reds in postwar Asia than in their

mopping-up skirmishes with Japan.12

All of this, like most of what occurred at Yalta, was

mantled in concealment. The Asia protocols were agreed to

on the last day of the conference by FDR and Stalin,

Churchill not being present (he signed in pro forma manner

later). No official notice was given of what was done, and

Roosevelt would later say no Far East arrangements were

even discussed at Yalta, much less agreed to. The document

was meanwhile spirited back to Washington and locked up

in a White House safe, where it would stay for months

thereafter. It wasn’t until February 1946 that Byrnes found

the pact and made it public—a year to the day after it was

signed at Yalta.13

This curtain of secrecy seems more significant yet when

we note that the Asia protocol was written verbatim by the

Russians. The go-between in this was Averell Harriman, who

carried the document from the Soviets to FDR and back

again, while suggesting some marginal changes of his own.

This backdoor method made things still more clandestine,

as it steered around State Department channels where a bit

of checking could have shown that various Soviet claims in

Asia were bogus. The justification for this hush-hush



approach was that the accord was a “military” matter—the

rationale likewise used for the Operation Keelhaul pact

agreed to that same day, also in secret.

That the Asia protocols were written by the Soviets

doesn’t seem surprising, given the blatantly pro-Moscow

nature of the provisions. Also significant, as Harriman would

note, the most glaringly pro-Soviet clauses—regarding the

“pre-eminent interests of the Soviet Union” and

guaranteeing that Moscow’s claims “shall unquestionably be

fulfilled”—were last-minute additions by the Russians.

Harriman said he objected to this, but that Roosevelt “was

not disposed to haggle over words”—or indeed over much of

anything the Soviets wanted.14

As some histories treat all this as no big deal, something

Roosevelt had to do, and so on, it’s noteworthy that such

FDR supporters as former undersecretary of state Sumner

Welles and Hopkins biographer Robert Sherwood would

judge the Far East agreements harshly. Welles would say the

Manchuria concessions were “tantamount to full control of

that ancient province,” the “more objectionable in view of

China’s absence from the conference table.” Sherwood

condemned the pledge that Moscow’s claims on China “shall

unquestionably be fulfilled,” noting that this committed the

United States and Britain to coercing Chiang Kai-shek into

compliance.

Why FDR would have agreed to these one-sided provisos

remains a puzzle. Sherwood opined that Roosevelt wouldn’t

have assented to the Soviet-drafted language except that

“he was tired” and thought he could straighten things out

with China later. Harriman’s version was that the President

had other goals in view (chiefly, getting the Soviets into the

U.N.) and that “he may have been trying to save his

strength” in agreeing to such concessions. All of which

sounds like a polite way of saying FDR weakly gave away

the freedom of China because of his impaired condition.15



At all events, the Asian protocol was an even more

flagrant version of what had happened at Quebec, when

Roosevelt signed off on postwar plans crafted for him by

Harry White and other Soviet secret agents. The Yalta Far

East accord went this one better, since it was drafted by the

Russians themselves and came, via Harriman, direct from

Stalin and his foreign commissar, V. M. Molotov. As

Roosevelt would say he didn’t recall what he initialed at

Quebec, and at Yalta was even more enfeebled, it’s a fair

question whether he understood or remembered what was

in the Far East concessions he agreed to.†

A further mystery was the nature of the “intelligence”

relied on to justify the Asia provisos. As noted, there were

other estimates concerning the endgame of the Pacific war,

plus State Department papers warning against aspects of

the Far East agreements, that didn’t rise to policy-making

levels, while a single estimate favorable to the goals of

Moscow did so. In the case of the State Department memos,

it’s not mysterious that these didn’t get through, since the

person in charge of managing such papers was Hiss. That

he would have passed along information adverse to the

Stalinist cause may well be doubted.

It’s also useful to recall the disinformation being sent

back at the time of Yalta by the Soviet agent Adler (and his

roommate Service) and being circulated in Washington by

pro-Soviet operatives such as White. These bogus reports

were all part of the “intelligence” mix on China, believed

and acted on by U.S. officials. Relevant too were the findings

of the Madden committee on Katyn, discussed in chapter

14, which found that pro-Soviet elements in intelligence

ranks had deep-sixed information adverse to Moscow. The

cover-up of Katyn, important as it was, would be far

exceeded in strategic impact by what occurred at Yalta.

A final item worth noting is the interaction between

happenings overseas and what was occurring on the home

front. From Stalin’s standpoint, it was essential that Japan’s



surrender be delayed to give him time to get into the Pacific

fighting, move his armies east, and otherwise conduct a

military buildup to back his postwar claims in Asia. In this

respect, the Japanese played into his hands, believing—or

hoping—that as their treaty partner he would negotiate

some kind of settlement with the United States short of their

complete destruction. Since Stalin’s motives were the

reverse of this, he instead strung them along until he was

ready to attack them.

Aiding the process of delay were elements in the United

States demanding a “hard” peace in Asia, which meant no

give on “unconditional surrender” and—most important—no

guarantees about the safety of the emperor. Absent these

factors, as indicated in the pre-Yalta report provided by

MacArthur, the Japanese arguably would have surrendered

months before they did so. Thus demands by domestic

radicals and pro-Soviet spokesmen for a “hard” peace in the

Pacific dovetailed nicely with the needs of Moscow.

Opposing them, as ever, was the State Department’s Grew,

who for his trouble would be branded an appeaser. Thus did

the same cast of players, abroad and on the home front,

appear repeatedly in the struggle for control of Asia.



19.

STATE AND REVOLUTION

One obvious effect of the Amerasia fix was that numerous

suspects who might have been exposed by any halfway

competent inquest were allowed to walk when John Service

was acquitted.

High on this list of suspects was Roosevelt White House

assistant Currie, who as noted was a top-ranking pro-Soviet

asset, and not so coincidentally one of the major fixers. Also

concealed from view were Service’s Chungking housemates

Chi and Adler, both of whom were Soviet agents and had

multiple other contacts of like nature. Of note in this respect

were Adler’s Treasury colleagues Harry White and V. Frank

Coe, two more high-level Soviet agents of influence who

were thus protected.

Add to these a group of Service colleagues who worked

foreign policy issues and shared his pro-Maoist views on

China. These included Far Eastern expert John Carter

Vincent, State Department officials Haldore Hanson and O.

Edmund Clubb, former OWI staffers Lattimore and Barnes,

and a sizable crew of others. On the edges of this circle

were activists of the IPR with links not only to Jaffe and his

journal, but to such pro-Red apparatchiks as T. A. Bisson,

espionage courier Joseph Bernstein, Sorge spy alumni

Guenther Stein and Chen Han Seng, and members of the

Cambridge connection, including Michael Greenberg and

Herbert Norman. This network or a considerable portion of it

could have been uncovered by an adequate follow-up of the



Amerasia scandal but was screened from view by the grand

jury fixers.1

This failure to bring pro-Soviet operatives to light was not,

however, the total story. Arguably as important was the

manner in which the cover-up became the pretext for

increasing the already formidable leverage that Service and

his allies exerted on U.S. policy toward China. This was, if

not the most significant aspect of the case, certainly the

most ironic. An episode that should have resulted in

unearthing the swarm of clandestine forces working to

promote the Reds of Asia instead resulted in strengthening

those forces and in the ouster from official posts of people

who opposed them.

In this respect, the Amerasia case was the culmination of

a process that had been going on at State for almost a

decade, affecting not only personnel and policy toward

China, but Soviet-Communist interests in general. Behind

the serene façade of the department there had been waged

since the latter 1930s a series of bitter struggles between

conservatives in the diplomatic corps and staffers amenable

to the concerns of Moscow. In some phases of this contest,

the conservatives would win the day, but in the last decisive

battles would be defeated.

Contrary to its later image, and despite the presence of

Hiss, Duggan, and other pro-Red infiltrators, the State

Department in the 1930s and early ’40s was known mostly

as a conservative place, with prominent anti-Communists in

key positions. Foremost among these was Undersecretary

Joseph Grew, a longtime mainstay of the department,

respected diplomat, and no great fan of Moscow. †  Others

who shared his outlook included Robert Kelley of the Russia

desk, Soviet expert Loy Henderson, Far Eastern specialist

Stanley Hornbeck, and security analyst Raymond Murphy. All

were knowledgeable students of the Communist problem

and skeptical of Stalin and his agents, and all would in due

course be targeted for dismissal from their positions.



This purge had begun in the 1930s as FDR and various of

his advisers sought closer ties with Russia, building on their

recognition of the Red regime there. By 1937, Roosevelt’s

first appointee to the Moscow embassy, William Bullitt, had

soured on the Red experiment and said so in dispatches.

FDR’s more accommodationist stance would be signaled by

Bullitt’s departure from the USSR and the advent of the pro-

Soviet Joseph Davies, whose views as to the virtues of Stalin

and the Communist system have been noted.

This switch coincided with backstage efforts to muzzle

anti-Red department staffers on the home front. The first to

feel the effects of this crackdown was the Russian division,

headed by Robert Kelley, a unit considered to be a bastion

of anti-Soviet expertise and counsel. Kelley was a scholarly

sort who had followed the Soviet revolution from the outset,

maintained an extensive library and filing system on its

doings, and knew a lot about the Reds and their objectives.

In June 1937, concurrent with the rise of Davies, Kelley was

informed that his division was to be abolished and he

himself shipped off to a job in Turkey.

A retrospective of this coup would be provided by State

Department officials Charles E. Bohlen and George F.

Kennan, who in the 1930s were up-and-coming young

diplomats serving at the embassy in Moscow. Given their

eventual fame as Cold War experts—both would later serve

as U.S. ambassador to Russia—their comments on the

origins of the diplomatic purge are of interest.

As Bohlen would describe it, what happened in the 1930s

was a battle between “State Department old line officers

and powerful figures in the White House” concerning Russia.

As to who the powerful figures were, Bohlen said he was

uncertain but that departmental sources thought Mrs.

Roosevelt and Harry Hopkins were the leaders of the White

House faction. He further stated that, in the background,

“the Russians themselves, I believe, took part in the

campaign against Kelley.”2



Concomitant with Kelley’s ouster was an effort to disperse

the library and files on Communism he had assembled, a

move Bohlen took measures to forestall by concealing and

protecting records targeted for such treatment. As his

colleague Kennan would remember:

The entire shop was to be liquidated, and its functions

transferred to the division of East European affairs. . . .

The beautiful library was to be turned over to the

Library of Congress, to be distributed there by file

number among its other vast holdings and thus cease

to exist as a library. The special files were to be

destroyed. . . . Here, if ever, was a point at which

there was indeed the smell of Soviet influence, or

strongly pro-Soviet influence, somewhere in the

higher reaches of the government.3

As might be guessed from earlier comment, pressures

against anti-Soviet officials would intensify in the pro-

Moscow climate of the war years. A noteworthy instance

occurred in the winter of 1943, when Admiral William

Standley, our then ambassador to the USSR, made remarks

to members of the press corps about Soviet conduct relating

to Lend-Lease supplies shipped to Russia. The extent of this

assistance, said Standley, wasn’t being disclosed to the

Russian people by Red officials. His statements stirred up a

furor in the United States, since any criticism of our Soviet

ally, however truthful, was verboten. Demands were made

for Standley’s ouster, and he would in a matter of months

be gone from his post in Moscow.

Running parallel with the Standley case was that of Loy

Henderson, a top-ranking expert on Soviet affairs who

served in Eastern Europe at the time of the Bolshevik

Revolution and then at the embassy in Moscow (where he

mentored both George Kennan and Chip Bohlen). Henderson

was an intramural ally of Kelley and shared his view of Red



intentions. Henderson’s ideas to this effect were well-known

to Soviet diplomats and agents, pitting him against Soviet

ambassador Maxim Litvinov, whom Henderson neither liked

nor trusted and with whom the hostility was mutual.

In the dustup over Standley, a member of Congress had

named Henderson as the likely source of the admiral’s

negative view of Moscow. Publicity to this effect escalated

pro-Soviet pressures against Henderson, with decisive

impact at the State Department and the White House. In a

remarkable episode, the Soviets via Litvinov presented to

Undersecretary of State Sumner Welles a list of U.S.

personnel they deemed unfriendly, on which list Henderson

was predictably included. Thereafter, Litvinov would

explicitly urge that Henderson be ousted from his job

dealing with East-West issues—a startling instance of a

foreign power presuming to dictate the makeup of America’s

diplomatic service.

According to Henderson’s memoir of these events, this

Soviet demand would be complied with—though Secretary

of State Cordell Hull tried to resist it and initially thought

that he could do so. In the end, Henderson was called in by

Hull and told he was to be dismissed from his position. “The

people over there,” said Hull, gesturing toward the White

House, “want a change.” And what “the people over there”

wanted, they got. Soviet/East European expert Henderson,

sharing in the Mideast exile of Kelley, was transferred to

Iraq.4

The purge of Henderson would be followed by a campaign

against security specialist Raymond Murphy. Murphy was

another important player in the drama, since he kept track

of Communist machinations in domestic matters as well as

in the global context, and like Kelley maintained extensive

records on such topics. In 1944 he too was told his

assignment would be altered and his files disposed of. As

related by diplomatic historian Martin Weil, Murphy at this

juncture said to Loy Henderson: “Current Communist tactics



[are] to force from government service any public official

who will not go along with what they conceive to be the best

interests of the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of

the United States.”† 5

Rather than abating, these State Department battles

would become more intense as the war neared a conclusion,

with sharp disagreements as to what peacetime course to

follow toward the Kremlin. One group argued that harmony

with Moscow could be attained by still more

accommodation, the view that would prevail at Yalta.

Another group took a tougher line, saying we needed to be

firm in dealings with the Russians. A participant in these

disputes was Assistant Secretary of State Adolf Berle, who in

1939 had received security data from Whittaker Chambers.

As Berle later said in congressional hearings relating to

Alger Hiss:

As I think many people know, in the fall of 1944 there

was a difference of opinion in the State Department. I

felt that the Russians were not going to be

sympathetic and cooperative. . . . I was pressing for a

pretty clean-cut showdown when our position was the

strongest. The opposite group in the State

Department was largely the men—Mr. [Dean]

Acheson’s group, of course, with Mr. Hiss as his

principal assistant in the matter. . . . I got trimmed in

that fight, and as a result was sent to Brazil, and that

ended my diplomatic career.6

Thus Berle would join Kelley and the others in diplomatic

exile. In this context the Acheson reference may come as a

surprise to readers accustomed to recent histories depicting

him as a Cold War hawk and foe of Stalin, which he would

one day become, at least on matters involving Western

Europe. How this change occurred is the topic for another

essay. For now, enough to note that Acheson at the period



referred to had a profile sharply different from his later

image, as he was then considered the State Department’s

foremost “progressive” on issues involving Russia.

All the episodes thus cited, though important, were

merely prelude to the seismic changes that would rock the

department in the wake of Amerasia. These would be even

more significant than the treatment of Kelley, Henderson, et

al., as they reached up to the highest levels. In this

instance, the target was the respected Joseph Grew, a

senior diplomatic figure and doyen of the Foreign Service.

He was also a man of generally conservative views, which

made him a thorn in the side of the “progressives” on many

issues.

As discussed, Grew had been on the opposite side from

Currie, White, Lattimore, and other leftward spokesmen in

the run-up to Pearl Harbor. He then clashed with pro-Red

elements at the time of Yalta over Operation Keelhaul, which

consigned two million helpless victims to their doom in

Russia. As the end of the war approached, he would be

accused by Soviet apologist Lattimore and others of

favoring a “soft” peace in the Pacific. All of this would align

the “progressives” against Grew in angry phalanx. However,

the episode that triggered the most violent opposition to the

undersecretary was the wrangle over Amerasia.

When the scandal surfaced in June 1945, it fell to Grew as

acting secretary (Stettinius at that time attending the San

Francisco founding conference of the United Nations) to give

a State Department green light for arrests and prosecution.

In a press statement, Grew said there had been a noise “in

the chicken coop,” security officials had responded, and

measures were being taken to head off such problems in the

future. These comments ignited a firestorm in the radical

press, chiefly in the Daily Worker, where it was charged that

Grew was waging a vendetta against federal staffers (such

as arrestee Andrew Roth) who opposed “soft peace” notions

for Japan.7



The Worker and others now demanded that Grew and like-

minded colleagues be ousted, thus upping the ante from the

attacks on Kelley-Henderson-Murphy. Remarkably, within

two months of the arrests, Grew would in fact resign, to be

replaced by Acheson in the powerful post of undersecretary.

Making the transition even more important, it coincided with

the arrival on the scene of a new secretary of state, former

senator and Supreme Court justice James F. Byrnes. An

experienced politician but foreign policy tyro, Byrnes was

unschooled in the inner workings of the department, and

would remain so. During his year and a half as secretary, he

would spend a vast amount of time overseas, attending

conferences on postwar issues. While he was away, whoever

was undersecretary would be acting secretary, wielding day-

to-day control of the department. The switch from Grew to

Acheson meant this vital role would be performed not by a

seasoned diplomat skeptical of Moscow, but by a relative

newcomer to the department †  and point man for the

“progressives.”

Most important in Amerasia context, Acheson was in close

alignment with the China policy faction represented by John

Service. This meant first and foremost John Carter Vincent,

like Service a China specialist hostile to Chiang Kai-shek and

well disposed toward the rebels at Yenan. One of Acheson’s

first acts when he assumed de facto control at State was to

name Vincent head of the Far East division, shunting aside

such Asia experts as Stanley Hornbeck and Grew deputy

Eugene Dooman. With those changes the course of China

policy was foreordained, since Vincent was thick not only

with Service but with the Soviet agent of influence Currie,

the pro-Soviet Lattimore, and others of the IPR contingent.

With a new president who knew nothing of the matter, a

new secretary of state whose interests were elsewhere, and

knowledgeable anti-Communists ousted, Acheson, Vincent,

Service, and company would have a free hand conducting

policy toward Asia, driving the final nails into the coffin of



China. Their methods included a complete cutoff of military

aid to Chiang, matching the Treasury cutoff of economic aid

engineered by Soviet agents White and Adler. (The denial of

military aid, ordered by George Marshall on his China

mission, would be explicit from July 1946 to May 1947, after

which Acheson would obstruct deliveries by backdoor tactics

like those used by White and Adler to block the gold loan.)8

It was on Acheson’s watch also that other blows were struck

against Chiang, including the several plots to overthrow him

on Formosa.

Among those sidetracked in these various purges was

Stanley Hornbeck, a veteran diplomat well versed in Far

Eastern matters. †  Now, following the path marked out by

Kelley, Henderson, and Berle, he too would be assigned to

extraneous duties—becoming U.S. ambassador to Holland.

As he would later comment, “it was . . . in the year 1945 . . .

that the government of the United States . . . embarked

upon what became a course of intervention in the civil

conflict [in China] exerting pressures upon the National

government . . . not against the Communists but in their

behalf. . . .”9

Beyond these high-level changes were further shifts in

State Department personnel that are worth mention.

Wartime agencies such as OSS, OWI, and BEW were as has

been discussed heavily penetrated by Communists, fellow

travelers, and Soviet agents. In the fall of 1945, when these

units were abolished, thousands of their staffers would be

transferred to the State Department. The security problems

hatched in the war would thus come to roost at State. The

merger would replicate, on a broader scale, previous

“trapdoor” operations such as the National Research Project

of the 1930s and the Short Wave/OWI connection of the

early 1940s.

Though less momentous than some other changes at

State, the new staff brought in by the merger would tilt

things still further in pro-Red directions. Among the new



inductees were such Elizabeth Bentley suspects as Robert

Miller and Bernard Redmont, Venona alumni Maurice

Halperin and Donald Wheeler, OSS employees Franz

Neumann and Stanley Graze, and many others of like

nature. All would eventually be targets of investigation by

the FBI, State Department security screeners, and

committees of Congress. Equally important, many would be

subjects of an inquest by a U.S. grand jury, whose curious

doings, like the Amerasia case, revealed a lot about security

standards of the era.

This mysterious merger was engineered by the Bureau of

the Budget, and is thus treated in some histories as a boring

technical business, simply blending several bureaucracies

into one as an economy measure. An examination of the

record, however, suggests more substantive reasons for the

merger. The head of the Bureau at this time was a civil

servant named Harold Smith, who as his diaries and other

records show was a frequent adviser to the Truman White

House. In the spring of 1945, after the death of Roosevelt,

Truman was trying to find out what was going on in the

bureaucracy and often relied on Smith for briefings. Smith

used this access to promote the merger of OSS and OWI into

State as a measure favored by FDR. Truman, knowing

nothing different, told Smith to proceed according to the

plan that Roosevelt had sanctioned.10

The record further shows that Smith was more than a

technician. State Department security chief Panuch would

identify him as a close ally of Alger Hiss, a description

Panuch likewise applied to Smith aides Paul Appleby and

George Schwarzwalder. Smith’s daybooks show him in

frequent contact with this duo, as well as with former

budget official Wayne Coy and former vice president Henry

Wallace. Appleby and Coy, as earlier noted, were attendees

at the wartime soirees put together by Harry White.

Schwarzwalder would be identified to the FBI by security

expert Ben Mandel as one of the budget officials who visited



federal agencies urging that security archives be

abolished.11

As the record shows as well, Smith was also the official

who came up with the executive order merging parts of OSS

into State, where Acheson as acting secretary would

welcome the new arrivals and set out to organize them as a

brand-new intelligence unit. This resulted in yet another

internal struggle, as the security forces under Panuch, who

knew something about the problems at OSS, fought against

the planned new service as a dangerous incursion. In the

end, Acheson would lose this battle—one of the few in which

he was ever defeated. These developments would lead in

turn to a final showdown between the Acheson contingent

and the Panuch security forces.

Having battled Panuch about the recruits from OSS and

other security issues, Acheson was now determined to oust

the security chief from his position. This he was able to do

early in 1947 when George Marshall became secretary of

state and gave the already influential undersecretary virtual

carte blanche over State’s internal workings. By the end of

the first day of the Marshall-Acheson era at State, Panuch

was out of office. The rout of the more conservative forces

was now all but complete and State’s huge security problem

further concealed from press and public. Thereby would the

stage be set for the historic congressional hearings of 1948,

plus some grand jury sessions that have received far less

attention but are equally worthy of our notice.
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